THE CNOUS AND THE 28 CROUS

The Crous network aims to improve students’ quality of life and academic performance by offering resources that promote independence. The Crous (Centre national des œuvres universitaires et scolaires) manages 28 regional agencies (Crous). This includes grants and assistance to students. It also allows access to "etudiant.gouv.fr", a space dedicated to student education staff members to reserve accommodation for a short stay.

Online Tools and Services

> JOBYEZ is a platform dedicated to students allowing students to search for jobs and internships with organizations in the higher education sector, and to meet employers and fellow students.
> CROUS MOBILE is a mobile app allowing students to search for job offers, book an interview, etc. It can be used by students, and supports to students. It also allows access to "etudiant.gouv.fr" website co-edited by the Ministry for Higher Education, Research and Innovation, providing information about on-campus contact centers.
>

The "etudiant.gouv.fr" website is validated by the Centre national d'information juridique (Cnous) and the Ministry for Higher Education, Research and Innovation, providing information and support to students. It also allows access to nationwide administrative services and processes.
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> RÉCRÉOJEUX is a student-organized platform allowing students to meet and operate accommodation, an university residence in the free time.
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> 15 000 CROUS STAFF providing support for over 2 million students.
> 29 INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATIONS providing support within the network.
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Grant applications are made to the Crous at a priority rate. Every year, students are supported in their activities and exchange with their peers, thanks to the implementation of single desks initiated by the Culture-ActionS program. The Crous also created the website Lokaviz, called “Choose Your Flatmate”, giving students the opportunity to share accommodation with other students.

### Social and Financial Support

The Crous oversee the management of financial and social assistance to students. They listen to them, inform them of the support and the help that is available on campus, and in halls of residence to receive students, the Crous are developing a service called “Choose Your Flatmate”, giving students the opportunity to share accommodation with people they choose.

> halls of residence are also a place for activities and exchange, with music rooms, sports halls and even community gardens.

The Crous support students in their journey to academic success and independence. The Crous are a key figure in the development and promotion of a student accommodation platform which aims to provide quality and high-standard services.

### Accommodation

The Crous also oversee the network of halls of residence, which are designed to be efficient in terms of energy consumption and a welcoming environment. The Crous work together on identifying opportunities and making halls of residence fit for students to live and study.

> halls of residence are also a place for activities and exchange, with music rooms, sports halls and even community gardens.

### University Catering

The Crous support students in their journey to academic success and independence. The Crous are a key figure in the development and promotion of a student accommodation platform which aims to provide quality and high-standard services.

> halls of residence are also a place for activities and exchange, with music rooms, sports halls and even community gardens.
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### Revitalization of life in halls of residence

In order to succeed in these missions, the Crous are developing a service called “Choose Your Flatmate”, giving students the opportunity to share accommodation with people they choose.

### Support for student initiatives via the Culture-ActionS program

The Crous support students in their journey to academic success and independence. The Crous are a key figure in the development and promotion of a student accommodation platform which aims to provide quality and high-standard services.
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### Realization of life in halls of residence

In order to succeed in these missions, the Crous are developing a service called “Choose Your Flatmate”, giving students the opportunity to share accommodation with people they choose.

### Implementation of an active
cultural policy

A full range of catering options is available to suit all tastes. Students can benefit from healthy, balanced meals and events related to various activities such as regional and local products, music concerts, etc. The Crous work together on identifying opportunities and making halls of residence fit for students to live and study.

> halls of residence are also a place for activities and exchange, with music rooms, sports halls and even community gardens.

### Awareness programs

The Crous also support students in their journey to academic success and independence. The Crous are a key figure in the development and promotion of a student accommodation platform which aims to provide quality and high-standard services.

> halls of residence are also a place for activities and exchange, with music rooms, sports halls and even community gardens.

### Campus Life

The Crous support students in their journey to academic success and independence. The Crous are a key figure in the development and promotion of a student accommodation platform which aims to provide quality and high-standard services.

> halls of residence are also a place for activities and exchange, with music rooms, sports halls and even community gardens.
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### National Plan for Student Life

The Crous support students in their journey to academic success and independence. The Crous are a key figure in the development and promotion of a student accommodation platform which aims to provide quality and high-standard services.

> halls of residence are also a place for activities and exchange, with music rooms, sports halls and even community gardens.
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### Crous services also include catering for staff and event catering for working lunches, seminars, dinners or receptions.
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